Lovely comments from Parents

A massive thank you to ALL the staff at
Stanton. We feel very supported at home but
are missing your smiling faces at school. We
feel so lucky to be part of such a wonderful,

You clearly put a huge amount of work into each of
the lessons and videos and that really translates
into easy accessible and comprehensive learning.

supportive school community. Especially loving
the videos phonics lessons!
Seesaw seems user friendly and it is wonderful to

We have be SO impressed with the provision for

see feedback from the staff quite quickly and to

The mixture of tasks/ video based learning is just

specific work submitted. It serves as an additional

right and enables us to support … around our full

motivator to hear 'that is amazing work'. It feels as

time jobs. The level of challenge is correct and … is

if there is more interactive work this time e.g.

enjoying the content. The support from her

videos and games which increases engagement.

teachers is brilliant also..

…loves seesaw. Loves getting feedback. Loves
uploading the work, so much easier than being
sent emails. As a parent I really appreciate
everything you are doing, all the videos the
teaching the preparation. I feel so supported
compared so some friends of mine. Thank you!

I’d like to say THANK YOU to all the members of
staff at SSQ, I know you are all working above and
beyond the call of duty and it is very much

The support and responses from teaching staff
have been great - quick and helpful. Thank you for
all you are doing.

Marking, feedback and encouragement is
personalised, timely and full of genuine sentiment
and warmth. It is so motivating. … still feels like
part of… Class and you really get a sense of the
bond between pupil and teacher.. It's lovely that
staff from around the school are getting involved
too with content like assemblies.
In particular the video phonics lessons have been
amazing. It was something I felt that I could not
achieve in the last lockdown so this really has been
a relief.

Amazing amount of work being done by the
teachers! Their dedication is incredible.

